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EDITORIAL
COMFORTING M<THS
Harold Barnes Kuhn
"We reMect the comforting myths by which our elders haYe liYed and
haYe rationali]ed their way of life." So one of the uniYersity radicals e[
pressed himself during the melancholy eYents on maMor campuses in the
late 
si[ties. Apart from the merits of the statement in its conte[t it
does lift into prominence certain factors relating to the role of pre
suppositions in human life in general. These elements may proYe also to
haYe special significance for those concerned more especially with the
life of the mind.
The late Arthur Darby NocN and more recently Dean Samuel H.
Miller both of reYered memory haYe analy]ed with great insights the
element of "myth" and haYe assessed the supportiYe role of "mythical"
factors both in society and as well in personal liYing. It goes without
saying that the term "myth" is in its strict usage a neutral term so far
as the factual content of a proposition or a set of propositions is con
cerned. Granted this is a technical usage but the currency of the term
cannot be understood apart from general agreement upon some such
definition.
In eYeryday practice the sentiments which gather about certain
terms tend to enlist common loyalties and common sentiments.
Concepts for e[ample of nation of flag or of Ninship elicit feelings
which are powerful as cohesiYe forces in group liYing.
More specifically howeYer there are academic myths which are
powerful as controlling factors in the course of the intellectual enter
prise. These are at least as determinatiYe in theological areas and for
theological discussion as in the more general fields of intellectual
endeaYor. Such "mythology" surfaces prominently in connection with
"Professor of Philosophy of Religion Asbury Theological Seminary
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the nowdominant historically oriented critical methodology particu
larly in theology.
Let it be said at once that no literate scholar wishes to hold the
critical faculty in suspense nor to disregard the role of historical re
search in relation to religious inYestigation. But this is something
Yastly different from the conYentional twostage methodology Nnown
as the CriticalHistorical Method.
The first mythology in this connection centers in the cluster of
assumptions respecting the interpretation of firstcentury documents.
It is hypothesi]ed that one may not only discoYer almost infallibly
what the writers of say the documents of the New Testament in
tended to say but also to determine that such meaning must differ
radically from the commonly understood meaning of the te[t. It is
assumed that the plain man
s understanding is radically other than
e.g.. New Testament authors intended. Thus the critical use of the myth.
At a second stage the CriticalHistorical Method operates upon the
myth that the recaptured meaning of early Christian writers as under
stood by their own contemporaries can be reinterpreted with a min
imal margin of error to the current age. 8nderlying this in its
theological application is some generali]ation concerning "the Word"
which seems to be regarded as a freefloating and transcendental entity
esssentially incapable of being Yerbali]ed in more than the most transient
sense. In other words religious truth cannot be e[pected to lend itself
to modes of e[pression which conform to the generally used norms of
linguistic use.
There are of course other root presuppositions which the theolog
ical method under discussion accepts and utili]es. Other procedural
elements do of course belong to it. What is important is that the method
as understood is underlain by isolatable mythelements. As one has aptly
said the assumption of a purely obMectiYe scholarship is itself the maMor
myth of our time.
The statement Tuoted at the opening of this Editorial speaNs of
"comforting myths" upon which some persons allegedly rely. The person
who uttered it saw one thing clearly that myths serYe more than an
ideological purpose. That is to say they reinforce the ego as well as
controlling the mind. They may it is suggested further serYe to afford
a false and foolish sense of security.
This may lead to smugness to a sense of selfsatisfaction which
closes the door not only to selfcriticism but to criticism from out
side. Certainly eYery understanding of human personality includes a
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recognition of the need for the supportiYe role of ideational
elements. What is open to Tuestion is the uncritical dependence upon
myths which are either Yulnerable to criticisms at the point of Yalidity
or open to the charge of being merely analgesic.
ARTICLES
M8SIC AND THE WORSHIP OF GOD
Donald Hustad
It is a priYilege and a pleasure to share this auspicious occasion
with you. Perhaps nothing would be more appropriate than to maNe a
few comments about "Music and the Worship of God." As a basis for
our thinNing I read the scripture passage which is the starting point for
most liturgical theologians.
In the year of King 8]]iah
s death I saw the Lord seated on a throne
high and e[alted and the sNirt of his robe filled the temple. About
him were attendant seraphim and each had si[ wings one pair
coYered his face and one pair his feet and one pair was spread in
flight. They were calling ceaselessly to one another
Holy holy holy is the Lord of Hosts
the whole earth is full of his glory.
And as each one called the threshold shooN to its foundations
while the house was filled with smoNe. Then I cried.
Woe is me I am lost
for I am a man of unclean lips
and I dwell among a people of unclean lips
yet with these eyes I haYe seen the King the Lord of Hosts.
Then one of the seraphim flew to me carrying in his hand a glowing
coal which he had taNen from the altar with a pair of tongs. He
touched my mouth with it and said.
See this has touched your lips
your iniTuity is remoYed
and your sin is wiped away.
Then I heard the Lord saying. Whom shall I send" Who will go for
me" And I answered. Here am I send me.
Isaiah 6 19 NEB
Dr. Donald Hustad is Professor of Church Music at Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary in LouisYille KentucNy
This is an address deliYered at the inauguration of the William Earle
Chair of Music at Asbury Theological Seminary on April 2 193.
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It should be apparent that the central figure of worship is not the
worshiper but the God who is worshiped God who is the perfection
of holiness as proclaimed by the angelic song we Nnow as the
Tersanctus"Holy holy holy is the Lord of Hosts" God who is the
perfection of power for "the threshold shooN to its foundations"
the God who remains finally somewhat inscrutable and incomprehensible
to finite minds as suggested by that image "the house was filled with
smoNe."
They tell us that our modern word worship is deriYed from the
AngloSa[on woerthscipe signifying the "ascription of worth." EYery
man has his god in eYery man
s heart there is an altar. The Christian
worships the true and liYing God as reYealed in the scriptures and
supremely in Jesus the Christ because He alone is worthy to be wor
shiped. His holiness Tualifies him to forgiYe us and to maNe us holy. His
power enables him to regenerate and transform. And the mystery which
must surround Him both inspires our awe and demands our faith. "For
as the heaYens are higher than the earth so are my ways higher than
your ways and my thoughts than your thoughts. This is the Yery word
of the Lord." Isaiah 9 8 NEB
For our few moments together today we will thinN of music and
worship in three ways as dialogue as incarnation and as offering or
sacrifice.
In the simplest and broadest terms worship has been defined as
"any proper response to God
s selfreYelation." In this holy conYersa
tion it is God who maNes the first moYe who says the first word. Follow
the dialogue then in Isaiah chapter si[.
God says "I am that I amall holy all powerful yet mysterious."
Man responds "Woe is me I am lost᪽a sinner"
God TuicNly replies to our confession "Be forgiYen be cleansed
be healed."
While we are yet wondering at His grace His Yoice continues
"I need you." Is it possible that the transcendent God needs
the "man of unclean lips" to do His worN in the world" <es
it is wonderfully true and our only logical answer can be
"Here am I Lord Send me."
This then is the dialogue which should taNe place in eYery wor
ship serYice. But I fear that we freTuently forget who is talNing to whom.
Sometimes it appears that the minister and the choir are engaged in
antiphony or perhaps the congregation and the preacher. When
KierNegaard speaNs of worship as a drama he insists that the congre
gation are the actors and that God is the audience. The minister and the
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choir he says are "prompters" those offstage indiYiduals who remind
us when we forget our lines
When the minister preaches he brings us word from God and at
the same time reminds us what our response should be in the dialogue.
When he prays he does so Yicariously on our behalfspeaNing to God
for us᪽and at the same time encouraging us to whisper our own prayer.
The choir
s anthem is not planned for your pleasure alone. The
singers e[press praise of God for themselYes and for you too. Hopefully
if the well of your heart only seems to haYe gone dry they will prime
the pump and your personal adoration will flow Godward again.
Furthermore the most significant music in worship is not that of
the choir or eYen of our faYorite gospel soloist but that which we sing
for ourselYes. For when we Moin in the congregational hymns we are in
CalYin
s words the "church
s first choir." It is then that the human
diYine dialogue can be most direct and powerful.
When we suggest that "worship is incarnation" we are trying to
say that worship is not alone something we do. A worshiper is some
thing that we become with our whole being. The British Baptist cleric
Stephen Winward has said
Both as reYelation and response worship should inYolYe the
whole personality of man the body and senses as well as thoughts
and words moYement and action as well as listening and under
standing.
As I looN bacN on my early spiritual pilgrimage I am afraid that I
deYeloped the idea that true worship is largely cerebral and propositional.
Today
s young people haYe reminded us᪽after we got oYer the shocN of
"choreography" in church᪽that the body is not intrinsically eYil despite
the fact that this Platonist heresy has crept into our eYangelical thinNing.
Some of us should haYe remembered our heritage of the camp meeting
for there was great significance in Nneeling at the wooden altar in
lifting the hands in prayer and eYen in the occasional holy "dance be
fore the Lord" always ecstatic and I belieYe usually reYerent.
I only wish that someone would remind my fellow Baptists that
the admonition to "present our bodies as liYing sacrifices" certainly
includes the use of the lungs the tongue and the Yocal chords in singing
the hymns in church. Somehow about 4 of churchgoing Baptists
seem to haYe picNed up the idea that "singing in church is for singers."
The truth is that "singing is for belieYers." The releYant Tuestion is not
"Do you haYe a Yoice"" but "Do you haYe a song""
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There is a close relationship between today
s emphasis on man
s
corpus his body and his psyche his emotional self. It is here that we
musicians maNe our greatest contribution to worship. For music has
been called the "language of the emotions." Its communication tran
scends that of words alone for it helps to reYeal the numinous the
transcendent. It aids us in our attempts to e[press the ine[pressible.
In my younger morestrongly CalYinist days I was sometimes
irNed by the wellwisher who wanted to thanN me for the singing of the
Moody Chorale saying "the music was a blessing." InYariably I wanted
to conduct a theological inTuisition by asNing "What did God say to
you"" or "What did you say to God"" The great Marian Anderson was
once asNed to delineate in words the meaning of a song. Her reply was
"If I could haYe said it in words I would not haYe sung it" For too
long we haYe downgraded the importance of emotion eYen ecstasy in
worship. As the Apostle Paul said "I will pray ... I will sing . . . with
the Spirit"A and that is praying and singing that is at least occasionally
more emotional than rational. As the old mountaineer once said "Some
things are better felt than telt"
At the same time we must not belittle the second half of Paul
s
comment on his personal liturgical practice. "I will pray . . . sing with the
Spirit and with the understanding also." Hymns anthems and solos
haYe words as well as melody rhythm and harmony and it is proper
for the indiYidual worshiper to Mudge the theology of the "youth musi
cal" as well as that of the sermon. God may be speaNing to you through
the words and ideas of the hymnal as well as those of the Sunday School
Tuarterly.
<es worship should inYolYe and transform the mind as well as
the body and the emotions. It may be that we church musicians often
underestimate the potential of the tool within our control. For when
words and music are happily married idea is coupled with emotion. It
is then that we may best e[pect the Holy Spirit to speaN in power and
to effect an action of the human will.
This then is the ultimate in the process of incarnation in worship.
This is worship that springs from our innermost being. This is "singing
and maNing melody in your heart to the Lord."3 Worship is finally
submission. It is best e[pressed on the bended Nnee with words "Here
am I send me."
I thinN we all agree that each minister of God should haYe his own
personal heart searching and confession before entering the pulpit on
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Sunday morning. My suggestion for myself and other ministers of music
is that we read God
s thundering words as spoNen by Amos in chapter 
Yerses 21 to 23 NEB.
I hate I spurn your pilgrimfeasts I will not delight in your sacred
ceremonies. When you present your sacrifices and offerings I will not
accept them nor looN on the buffaloes of your shared offerings.
Spare me the sound of your songs I cannot endure the music of your
lutes.
Some of us may guess that Amos is speaNing as a music critic and
that he was condemning the ancient prototype of the southern Tuartet
"allnight sing" or the rocNgospel musical. The chances are this was the
wellrehearsed traditional song of the leYitical priests eYery one a
talented trained and dedicated professional. Culturally the music was
probably related to the best cantata performance of the First Methodist
Church. The problem was not musicological but spiritual. The Yoices
were singing᪽gloriously perhaps᪽but the hearts of the singers were
mute and cold. We need only to add the ne[t sentence of Amos

challenge
Spare me the sound of your songs I cannot endure the music of
your lutes. But let Mustice roll on liNe a riYer and righteousness liNe
an eYerflowing stream w. 2324
For our last image of worship we reach bacN to the oldest biblical
concept one which is missed by many modern churchgoers eYen by
socalled eYangelicals. For too many people worship is simply "getting
a blessing." Fundamentally worship is an offeringgiYing more than
getting.
The Old Testament is replete with references to music in worship
as a "sacrifice." Psalm 26 reads "Therefore will I offer in his
tabernacle sacrifices of Moy I will sing yea I will sing praises unto the
Lord." Hebrews 131 NEB maNes it clear that this sacrifice in wor
ship is appropriate in our day of the new coYenant "Through Jesus
then let us continually offer up to God the sacrifice of praise that is the
tribute of lips which acNnowledge his name ..."
It is only fair to remind ourselYes that the Tuestion of acceptability
goes bacN to the Yery first sacrifices of Cain and Abel. In Hebrew cultic
practice animals chosen for sacrifice were reTuired to be the best of the
lot without blemish or disease. In Paul
s call to Christian consecration
he says that the "offering of self should be 
a liYing sacrifice dedicated
and fit for his acceptance.
 " A
ObYiously the Tuestions of Tuality and acceptance should be con
sidered in connection with our "sacrifice of praise." Through his
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creatiYe lifetime Johann Sebastian Bach labored with great diligence
to produce a stream of musical masterpieces each of them inscribed
with the words In nomine Jesu"in the name of Jesus." The American
Guild of Organists urges its members to striYe for e[cellence under the
motto Soli Deo gloria"To God alone be praise." Today
s church
musicians giYe themselYes to years of study of their art that they may
properly lead God
s people in worship. Our choir members gather
regularly for long and painstaNing rehearsal in order that they may offer
a worthy "sacrifice of Moy" to God.
Of course there is no room for either pride or scorn in our striYing
for e[cellence. To be sure God
s ears are not ticNled by the tunes of his
serYant Bach. Nor is He displeased with the simple songs of the
mountaineer strumming his dulcimer. But for each of us the demand is
the same. Our sacrifice in worship must be our best inYolYing body
emotions mind and will in a total response to God
s selfreYelation.
The word "sacrifice" of itself denotes something that is costly.
I am often reminded of the story of King DaYid
s worship of God con
ducted on the threshing floor of Araunah the Jebusite told in 2 Samuel
24. 1 read from Yerse 2
When Araunah looNed down and saw the Ning and his serYants
coming oYer towards him he went out prostrated himself low before
the Ning and said "Why has your maMesty come to Yisit his serYant""
DaYid answered "To buy the threshingfloor from you to build an
altar to the Lord. ..." Araunah answered DaYid "I beg your maMesty
to taNe it and sacrifice what you thinN fit. I haYe here the o[en for a
wholeoffering and their harness and the threshingsledges for the
fuel."
Araunah gaYe it all to the Ning for his own sue and said to him
"May the Lord your God accept you." But the Ning said to Araunah
"No I will buy it from you I will not offer to the Lord my God
offerings that haYe cost me nothing." NEB
I thinN it is fair to asN the people of God᪽the leaders in worship
as well as the whole congregationWhat has it cost you to offer to God
your "sacrifice of praise""
There are times in human e[perience when all the human and
diYine reTuirements are met and music seems supernaturally to bring us
into the Yery presence of God. Such a time was the dedication of
Solomon
s temple
Now when the priests came out of the Holy Place ... all the
leYitical singers Asaph Heman and Jeduthun their sons and their
Ninsmen clothed in fine linen stood with cymbals lutes and harps
to the east of the altar together with a hundred and twenty priests
who blew trumpets. Now the trumpeters and the singers Moined in
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unison to sound forth praise and thanNsgiYing to the Lord and the
song was raised with trumpets cymbals and musical instruments in
praise of the Lord because he is good for his loYe endures foreYer
and the house was filled with the cloud of the glory of the Lord. The
priests could not continue to minister because of the cloud for the
glory of the Lord filled the house of God. 2 Chronicles 1114
NEB
It is sobering and humbling to reali]e that this can happen in con
ducting a ministry ofmusic. Some of us haYe e[perienced it once or twice
in our lifetime. And our prayer is "Do it again. Lord. Do it again"
FOOTNOTES
AS. F. Winward. The Reformation of Our Worship Richmond
Virginia John Kno[ Press 196. American Edition p. . The outline
of this paper has been borrowed from Mr. Winward
s booN.
AI Corinthians 141.

3
Ephesians 19.

ARomans 121 NEB.
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THE "PERFECT" CHRISTIAN
George A. Turner
Introduction
For this issue of The Asbury Seminarian the Editorial Committee
reTuested an e[ample of e[pository preaching. The thought of the
Committee is that sermons should not be primarily autobiographical
nor primarily a series of anecdotes nor yet primarily a series of meta
phors symbols and allegories not always topical not always eYen
te[tual. It was felt rather that greater emphasis should normally be
placed upon conte[tual sermons in which attention is giYen not only to a
topic or a te[t but also the conte[t out of which the te[t grows. In other
words the sermons normally should include an awareness of the Bible
writer
s message to his readers in their historical situation then looN
for the essential spiritual principles and finally for the releYance of
these principles to contemporary Hfe. What follows is a response to the
Committee
s reTuest.
The Te[t I Corinthians 142 "Brethren be not children in under
standing but in malice be babes but in understanding be perfect
mature."
The Conte[t I Corinthians 12311313
St. Paul
s brief poem on loYe is perhaps the choicest portion of
the New Testament. It is certainly one of the best Nnown and best loYed
chapters of the Bible but this description of diYine loYe is best under
stood not in isolation but in the conte[t of the entire letter to the
Corinthians. With the e[ception of Ephesus it was in Corinth that Paul
held the longest "protracted meeting." The Corinthian church was the
"Professor of Biblical Literature Asbury Theological Seminary
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most Yigorous of the churches of the New Testament. The Corinthian
church was not only the most gifted but also the most troublesome of
Paul
s churches. Not all of its life and Yigor was the most wholesome.
The basic need of many of its members was that of Christian maturity.
Paul calls them carnal I Cor. 31 and yet they are recogni]ed as "sancti
fied in Christ Jesus" I Cor. 1  1.
They are called "sanctified" in the sense of being saYed and set
apart in Christ away from the world and yet "carnal" in the sense that
there are many unchristliNe elements in their liYes and thought. These
include such things as Mealousy and bicNering the play of lesser loyalties
as oYer against the oYerarching loyalty to Christ. They are beset with
spiritual pride and yet tolerant of immorality. They are inclined to set
themselYes up as models of rectitude while critici]ing fellow belieYers.
whose consciences differed from theirs. AboYe all they are fascinated by
spiritual gifts but lacN appreciation for the spiritual graces. LiNe the
recipients of the Hebrews Epistle they are described as immature babes
I Cor. 3 14 cf. Heb.  14.
After dealing with seYeral problems concerning which they haYe
written him Paul turns his attention to spiritual gifts and desires to
"clear up a wrong impression about spiritual gifts" JB. His concern is
to show that it is important to recogni]e the unity among the Yaried
spiritual gifts. He lists these as the gift of faith of healing of miracles of
prophecy of discernment the gift of tongues and the interpretation of
tongues but insists that it is more important to recogni]e the unity
amid this diYersity. He stresses the importance of cooperation rather
than competition in the e[ercise of these gifts. He insists that one is not
to regard another gift as inferior to his own and thus fall Yictim to the
temptation to pride. He warns against the tendency to oYeremphasi]e
the Yalue of these gifts especially those of prophecy and of tongues.
Tongues seem especially to haYe been the problem and after down
grading this gift in comparison with some others Paul sets oYer against
this gift and all other gifts something that is more important than any
of them namely faith hope and loYe. The point is that whateYer gift
one has he should maMor upon these graces of the Spirit this fruit of the
Spirit cf. Gal 2226.
L THE IMPORTANCE OF DIVINE LOVE I Cor. 1313
He notes that the gift of tongues is not adeTuate eYen though it
be with the eloTuence of men and angels. He notes furthermore that
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prophecy Yaluable as it is and the discernment of spiritual truth how
eYer penetrating are of no Yalue apart from diYine loYe. EYen mountain
moYing faith if futile if deYoid of loYe. EYen generosity and the un
selfishness that prompts it so highly commended among the rabbis is
without merit apart from Christian loYe. Finally eYen sealing one
s
Christian witness with the loss of life eYen martyrdom for the faith
the highest e[pression of Christian faith and courageis Yalueless apart
from diYine loYe. LoYe is therefore indispensable outweighing all other
of these highly pri]ed criteria of Christian character.
IL THE NAT8RE OF LOVE I Cor. 134
In the world of Paul
s day three GreeN terms e[pressed different
facets of the concept of loYe. The term most freTuently used in pagan
Greece and Rome was the term eros which was linNed normally with
romantic loYe. Because of its association with se[ the writers of the
New Testament aYoided the use of this term. Here Paul does not use
the other synonym for loYe the Yerb phileo which means to be friendly
or affectionate to haYe brotherly loYe thus Jesus loYed La]arus and
his sisters Mary and Martha᪽Jn. 11. Paul and other New Testament
writers selected the little used noun agape to e[press diYine loYe that
which does not depend upon emotion but is purposeful calculating
and inYolYes choice. It is similar in meaning to the Old Testament chesed
often translated "loYingNindness" or "steadfast loYe." Agape therefore
is distinctiYely Christian loYe. It is the loYe which God has for the world
and which Christians must haYe for their enemies Jn. 3 16 Matt. 44.
Paul then proceeds to tell what loYe is not. This diYine loYe is
neYer Mealous or boastful it is not conceited. The Corinthians liNe other
GreeNs laid great stress upon Nnowledge as the most pri]ed of Yirtues
or accomplishments. FiYe hundred years before Sophists enMoyed great
prestige in Athens at least until their superficiality was e[posed by the
incisiYe Tuestions of Socrates. Paul was eager that a belieYer
s faith
should not stand on human wisdom but upon God
s power I Cor. 2.
It is not the wisdom of men but of God that matters says Paul. To
those who felt they already possessed adeTuate Nnowledge Paul warned
that while Nnowledge "puffs up" it is loYe which really "builds up"
81.
SeYeral times Paul points out the danger of false Nnowledge or an
e[aggerated awareness of one
s own Nnowledge or wisdom. The term
phusis "puffed up" appears in chapter 4 Yerses 6 8 and 19. Those
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who are inflated with a sense of their own importance are warned
against selfdelusion since the Ningdom of God is not in the words of
arrogant men but in God
s power 421. This pride hinders repentance
2. In short arrogance selfesteem and pride haYe no part in diYine
loYe in Christian maturity. Few sins of manNind come in for more fre
Tuent condemnation in both Old and New Testaments than the sin of
pride. It can be said to be the seat of all sin.
Neither is discourtesy consistent with Christian maturity. DiYine
loYe is "neYer rude or selfish" JB. The person who is characteri]ed by
diYine loYe usually is more courteous and considerate of others than one
sNilled in the Nnowledge of etiTuette. It is children who taNe the attitude
of "me first." This mood characteristically selfish people including
many of mature years share in common with the animals. Pigs in a
trough show little concern about the other pigs getting their fair share of
the food. LoYe is considerate of others.
Another characteristic of spiritual immaturity is the tendency to
ward clannishness schisms Mealousies a gang spirit a maMor problem at
Corinth 11᪽1 31᪽4. It is characteristic of children at a certain
age. One boys
 club or gang is normally e[clusiYe in its membership and
in competition if not in Tuarrels with other clubs or gangs. That this is
not easily outgrown is seen in the popularity of e[clusiYe clubs among
adults. That it is not unNnown among Christians is eYident in churches
that are e[clusiYe competitiYe and arrogant. Also characteristic of child
hood is stubbornness a spirit which says "If I can
t haYe things my own
way I
ll not play I will taNe my dolls and go home." EYen adults are
Nnown to resolYe "If this Yote doesn
t go the way I thinN it should I
ll
resign." By contrast "LoYe does not insist on its own way" 13.
Another characteristic of children is peeYishness and sensitiYity.
When a member of the Ladies Aid from a certain midwestern church
was not reelected president she stormed indignantly about the lacN of
appreciation on the part of the other women and proceeded to start
another church aid society among her neighbors of which she was then
appropriately enough made the president Both groups of women
supported the church but were intolerant of each other. But diYine loYe
"is not irritable or resentful" 13b.
Paul stresses the positiYe characteristics of this loYe. It has the
capacity of being able to suffer yet be patient and uncomplaining
through it all. It "suffers long and is Nind" rather than becoming em
bittered cynical and resentful. It does not harbor selfpity nor seeN con
solation in bitterness and arrogance. Suffering can result in a certain
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arrogance a certain selfpity an attitude of haughtiness toward those
who haYe not e[perienced suffering. This Nind of loYe reMoices in the
truth and in good news concerning others and is not the Nind that gains
satisfaction from seeing another
s humiliation. It does not relish gossip
but does engage in loYing serYice and witness. It can eYen reMoice in a
riYal
s promotion eYen though conYinced that the riYal
s promotion is
less deserYed than one
s own. This does not mean that one is not hurt
and led to inTuire as to why he is not more usable and useful why his
dedication and competence is not recogni]ed. But neYertheless by God
s
grace he can reMoice in another
s recognition promotion and effect
iYeness. Such loYe is characteri]ed by resiliency and fle[ibility rather
than brittleness. It can bend without breaNing and spring bacN for more.
Cast iron may be massiYe and looN sturdy but breaNs more easily than
malleable iron. So loYe may appear weaN because fle[ible but it does
not shatter. The wind breaNs sturdy oaNs more easily than fle[ible
willows.
III. THE PERMANENCE OF LOVE I Cor. 13813
In stressing the importance of surYiYal Paul points out at least by
imphcation that the traits which characteri]e so much of the Corinthian
church are not really marNs of maturity but of immaturity. The "assets"
they pri]ed most highlyNnowledge and other spiritual giftsare seen
to be "toys" which fascinate the immature but may imperil the Tuest
for the greater good. They are things that are not permanent but at best
transitory. By referring to his own childhood Paul says that Nnowledge is
limited and prophesying is limited. The gift of tongues is but temporary.
None of them has surYiYal Yalue. These gifts are characteristics of child
hood or immaturity  such things as pride peeYishness Tuarrelsomeness
should be recogni]ed for what they are traits of the immature or the
childish.
As the te[t indicates we should be as innocent as babes with re
ference to malice but at the same time be perfect be men be mature
with reference to loYe. So the Corinthians should grow up they should
moYe from spiritual gifts to the graces of the Spirit such as faith hope
and loYe. Otherwise they will be spiritual morons or dwarfs. The peril of
Christians remaining stationary or retrogressing eYen after entrance
into Christian life is apparent. The indispensable character of the loYe
which lasts on is selfeYident. A little girl fell out of bed during her sleep.
The ne[t morning she diagnosed the problem "1 thinN I went to sleep
too near the place I got in." Are not some Christians liNe that" No
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wonder they do not grow to maturity perfection but remain spiritual
dwarfs or morons Yictims of retarded growth. The remedy is to seeN
first the "GiYer of eYery good and perfect gift" to trust and obey.
Only loYe has surYiYal Yalue
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ISS8ES IN OLD TESTAMENT INTERPRETATION
John Oswalt
The following is first of all an attempt to identify the issues
which an Old Testament interpreter must face and resolYe either con
sciously or unconsciously before he begins his interpretiYe worN.
Secondly because it is the writer
s conYiction that the manner in which
the interpreter resolYes these Tuestions will haYe eYerything to do with
his interpretation of Scripture his own approach to these issues is giYen.
These statements are because of the necessities of time and space pain
fully brief being more in the nature of conclusions than arguments. This
is especially true of the earlier more philosophical issues. If howeYer
they cause the reader to reflect upon his own ways of dealing with
these Tuestions and how his own answers affect his interpretation the
paper will haYe achieYed its purpose.
There are four maMor Tuestions with which the prospectiYe inter
preter must deal First he must asN the nature of reality. He must
ascertain the Biblical position on this Tuestion and determine whether
that position can be accepted at face Yalue or must be seen as some
sort of an occommodation to the weaNnesses of the transmitters in
YolYed. More than any other this Tuestion and its answers will haYe a
determinatiYe impact upon one
s interpretation. The nature of truth of
reYelation of history all hang in the balance.
Second he must asN the nature of Scripture. What is the BooN he
aims to interpret" Largely the answer here will depend upon the way in
which the preYious Tuestion was answered. Whether one sees the Bible
as a Word from God or a witness to such a Word whether as a diYinely
guided compilation of tradition or an inspired selfdisclosure of God in
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history the answers are in some degree contingent upon one
s Yiew of
reality.
Third he must asN the relation between the Testaments. Before
one can speaN with any degree of confidence on the meaning of the Old
Testament he must settle in his own mind the significance of the con
Moining of Old and New Testaments. Does the New supersede the Old
so that the Old Testament
s Yalue is primarily as bacNground" 1 o what
e[tent is it Yalid to superimpose New Testament insights upon Old
Testament narratiYes" Is the primary purpose of the Old Testament to
prophesy Christ" Should the Old Testament be interpreted "alongside"
the New but without letting the New influence one
s interpretation of
the Old" That there is a relationship is plain. Determining what it is is
more difficult.
Fourth he must asN whether the Old Testament is centered upon
some one principle the relation to which will proYide the interpretiYe
Ney for any giYen passage. ObYiously it is the relatiYe unity or diYersity
of the Old Testament which is in Tuestion here. If the Old Testament has
a central theme then to miss it is to misinterpret the booN. By the same
toNen if the unity of Scripture is not e[pressed in one easily definable
theme forcing all passages into some straitMacNet is eTually damaging.
The following is a presentation of these Tuestions and their
au[ilaries in outline form.
I. The Nature of Reality
II. The Nature of the Scripture
A. Its relation to the reYelatory actiYity of God
B. The significance of canon
C. The practical effect of a doctrine of inspiration
D. The relation of history to the reYelatory process
1. Ramifications of historicalcritical methodology
2. ProgressiYe reYelation
III. The Relation of the Testaments
A. Continuity or discontinuity
B. The Yalidity of the promisefulfillment formula
C. The Yalue of analogical typological interpretation
IV. The 4uestion of an InterpretiYe Principle
I. The Nature of Reality
As indicated aboYe this Tuestion is fundamental. One cannot
interpret the Old Testament until he has eYaluated its own Yiew of
reality. Is reality solely material solely spiritual or some combination
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of both" If both what is the relation between the two" Is reality per
sonal or impersonal" Is nature capable of suspension by something or
someone outside of nature supernature" These Tuestions cannot be left
aside in interpretation any less than in liYing. They are forced options.
The Yery business of liYing and interpreting demands that we operate as
if certain answers were appropriate. In the final analysis these decisions
while intellectually supportable must be primarily Yolitional Jn  1.
The following is a summari]ation of the Old Testament concep
tion of reality as the writer understands it. As such it receiYes his whole
hearted acceptance. Reahty is understood as residing in a Person who
transcends His creation but yet permeates it. He is selfe[istent and self
consistent. He is capable of reYeahng Himself and His will to man and
has in fact done so. He is thus in Himself truth and what He is con
stitutes all things true. To Nnow Him is to Nnow the truth. Within the
creation the understanding and application of truth will always be more
or less relatiYe because of human frailty but this is not to say that
God
s nature and will are relatiYe.
These statements concerning God
s absolute reality should not be
conceiYed to mean that the created world is somehow a shadow of His
reality. He has bestowed on it His own reahty. It is a part of reality but
a contingent part. He is the unconditioned part.
The Yery uniTueness of this Yiew of reality in the Ancient Near
East argues that we are not dealing with simply another Yariety of
speculation. MoreoYer the manner in which it carefully balances such
imponderables as determinism and responsibility dignity and creature
liness spirit and matter ideal and actual suggests that despite its trans
mission through a prescientific mentality it is more in touch with
reality than those philosophies which arrogantly restrict their field of
Yision to sense perception.
II. The Nature of Scripture
What is the Bible" Is it the approYed statement of a people
s re
ligious deYelopment" Is it a collection of traditions" Is it a document
dictated by God to human amanuenses" What is reYelation" EYent"
Word" Both" Is the Biblical consciousness of history accidental or is it
related to the Yery nature of reYelation and the Bible" Is its treatment of
historical detail trustworthy for the writing of a History of Israel" Or is
such treatment most useful for discoYering the theological tenden] of
the Yarious editors of the te[t" To what e[tent is the use of historico
critical methodology congruent with the nature of Scripture"
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The Relation of Scripture Canon to the ReYelatory ActiYity of God
The Bible is not a result of God
s reYelatory actiYity it is a part of
it. As historical eYent was the Yehicle through which God reYealed Him
self to Israel so out of the authenticity of those eYents and that reYela
tion God reYeals Himself to me. The canon records the totality of the
eYents and interpretations through which God has disclosed Himself. As
such each of the separate booNs partaNes of the Yery nature of
reYelation. They are reYelation >Word of God@ apart from any re
sponse in the same way that the Sinai eYents were reYelation eYen if
Moses and the Israelites had dismissed the whole thing as a superb
Yolcanic sideshow. On this point see the remarNs of Van Ruler The
Christian Church And The Old Testament p. 18ff. This being
so it is possible to speaN of those booNs which deal with less
crucial issues without in so doing denying them reYelatory status. This
also means that it is incumbent upon me to probe any booN which does
not seem to speaN to me in an attempt to see what is its reYelatory con
tent.
The Practical Effect of a Doctrine to Inspiration
It is inappropriate to use "tradition" and "inspiration" inter
changeably with reference to Scripture. When one with II Tim. 316
affirms that all scripture is deonYeYoros he is saying at the least that
Scripture e[ists because of God
s initiatiYe in its production. This need
not necessarily imply that God is the "author" of Scripture in a
"dictation" sense although such passages as Acts 4242 and 13343
where the Holy Spirit is made the speaNer in two Tuotations from the
Psalms must be Nept in mind. More importantly such a statement
implies that Scripture says what God wants it to say concerning His own
nature and the nature of His redemptiYe program. "Tradition" howeYer
normally connotes an absence of a single guiding mind and presupposes
a deYeloping community which somewhat unconsciously shapes and
reshapes its literature in the light of its changing consciousness. A trad
ition is less Yaluable for the Yalidity of the concepts conYeyed than for
its insights into the community and its deYelopment. For this reason
"tradition" and inspiration seem to be mutually e[clusiYe terms.
The Relation of History to the ReYelatory Process
It is selfeYident that the Biblical writers understood their God to
be reYealing Himself in history and the historical process. The Yery
uniTueness of such a Yiew argues for the actuality of the process as the
only sufficient cause for the idea. Furthermore the maMority of historians
agree that the Biblical Yiew of history is not a product of the West but
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that one of the maMor factors in the shaping of the Western conscious
ness has been the Biblical Yiew of history. These being so any philosophy
which denies the possibility of God
s acting in history history being
defined as the unfolding story of manNind in the natural physical
uniYerse cannot be called Biblical. Furthermore it means that a radically
nihilistic attitude toward the historical Yalue of the Biblical accounts is
unwarranted. Again it means that no interpretation has a claim to
Yalidity unless it deals with the specific historical milieu into which the
reYelation first came and maNes a serious attempt to see how our altered
historical situation affects the meaning of the reYelation. To adopt a
methodology which is both soundly historical and soundly critical
>analytical@ is not to capitulate to the e[cesses of source᪽ redaction᪽
form᪽ etc. criticism despite the claims of those who would so in
dicate.
This understanding of the Bible as a product of God
s acting in
with and upon human history has two further ramifications. It means
that the Word of God written is similar in nature to the Word of God
incarnate fully diYine and fully human. This means that methodologies
deYeloped for the analysis and interpretation of any human literatures
are appropriately applied to Scripture proYided that uncontrollable
hypotheses concerning sources etc. are not the primary basis of such
methodologies.
Furthermore since the Biblical conception of history is one of
moYement linear spiral or whateYer toward a goal the concept of
progressiYe selfdisclosure of God in this moYement becomes Yiable. To
those liNe D. Lys ^The Meaning of the Old Testament who are troubled
by the idea of a reYelation which is incomplete prior to Christ it may
be said that eYen Christ is not the complete in the sense of total
reYelation of God. He is simply the most complete that man in his pre
sent state can Nnow. He is totally adeTuate for God
s present purposes
with man howeYer. So each successiYe reYelation in the Old Testament
was complete for its purposes but each supplied a different part of the
mosaic until Christ came to supply the central motif.
III. The ReYelation of the Testaments
This Tuestion is a Yery ancient one for it is obYious that the Old
and New Testaments differ widely. <et Christ and the Apostles and the
early church all seem conYinced that their identities and the identity of
their God were to be found in the Old Testament. Still granting this
many problems remained. So much so that Marcion adYocated playing
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the man and Mettisoning the Old Testament. The Fathers while
championing the Old Testament did it no less of a disserYice by trying
to spirituali]e it which in reality was to dehistorici]e it. The e[cesses of
their typologies are well Nnown.
Thus any approach to the relation of the Testaments must bear
in mind that the Testaments are not alien to one another. At the same
time the distinct contributions of each must not be lost in some process
of ameliori]ing one to another. The Old Testament
s pointing to Christ
must not be thought of as its only contribution to the total reYelation of
God but at the same time it is clear that the Church cannot liYe with
any idea that the Old Testament does not lead directly into the New.
With these parameters in mind let us e[plore these issues more closely.
Continuity or Discontinuity
The Testaments are continuous in the sense that both testify to
the continuing creatiYe and redemptiYe worN of God a process begun
in Genesis 1 and prospectiYely seen as completed in The ReYelation 21.
The issue is the same throughout Scripture bringing man to the discoYery
and e[periencing of that for which he was created life under the Lord
ship of his Creator. They are continuous in their unified proclamation of
God
s will for the character of human life. They are continuous in the
sense that the new coYenant is the logical outcome of the people
s failure
to Neep the Old. Failure to Neep the Old CoYenant results in death in
the New CoYenant God taNes upon Himself the people
s conseTuence
and by his own death supplies the blood for the New CoYenant ratifica
tion >E[odus 24MarN 14@ . They are also continuous in that the New
Testament assumes the content of its primary e[pressions of theology
from the Old Testament without Tuestion.
The testaments are discontinuous in their historical conte[ts.
Whereas the Old Testament is preparatory and is in primary conflict
with Ancient Near Eastern paganism the New Testament is a successor
and is in conflict with the arid legalism which Judaism had become. Thus
the Old Testament stresses e[ternal conformity and uses coercion to
produce this. Elaborate obMect lessons are made a necessary part of
national life. That the obMect lessons and the e[ternal conformity are
not conceiYed of as ends in themselYes is clear as early as Deuteronomy
64᪽9 112᪽22. For the New Testament the issue is an internal
obedience for which the Old Testament has created a hunger MN. l"He
will bapti]e with the Spirit." and a condemnation of the idolatrous use
of the law. The New Testament is not discontinuous in that it con
tradicts the Old Testament but in that it goes beyond it and deals with
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issues which the Old Testament raises but cannot answer. To shear the
New Testament from the Old Testament is to cut loose the New from
its moorings in history and to set it adrift on the sea of subMectiYism
a la Bultamnn. It is to leaYe the Old Testament as a contradiction to
Isaiah a stump from which no new shoot has burst forth.
The Validity of the PromiseFulfillment Formula
One scheme under which the OldNew relationship has often been
seen is that of promisefulfillment. While it is obYious that the Biblical
writers use this scheme its Yalidity has been Tuestioned especially from
the Old Testament point of Yiew. This Tuestioning is prompted in part
by conte[tual studies which often suggest that some eYent much more
near at hand than Christ
s coming was in the writer
s mind.
The Tuestion then is twofold to what degree are the New
Testament writers
 understandings imposed on Scripture and to what
degree are we Mustified in following their lead"
If one grants that God can interYene in history and in fact has
there is eYery reason to suppose that He has shaped Scripture according
to His purposes as it claims. To asN how Isaiah understood his fifty
third chapter is thus not the only releYant Tuestion. How did God intend
it" This is not to say that Isaiah necessarily pictured Jesus of Na]areth
when he wrote the chapter nor to say that it does not haYe reference to
God
s e[pectations for the Jewish people. It is to say that what the
chapter is talNing about finds its finest flower in Jesus Christ who is
indeed all that the people of Israel might haYe been but neYer became.
This is not to say that the function of the Old Testament is to proYide
riddles for New Testament answers. It is to say that the New Testament
understanding of the Incarnation as the as opposed to an appropriate
Neeping of God
s promises is correct and we now Nnowing how God
chose to Neep His promises are Mustified in searching the Old Testament
to see in what ways this new deYelopment illuminates His earlier
actiYities.
The Value of Analogical Interpretation
The aboYe statement applies generally to analogical typological
interpretation. ObYiously permitting this Nind of method opens the
door for imaginatiYe inferences which do harm to the meaning of the
te[t. On the other hand to deny that there is a possible analogy between
God
s reYelations to the people of the Old Testament and to those of the
New while maintaining that such an analogy does e[ist between the
Biblical te[t and the present seems arbitrary and inconsistent. Further
more granting the possibility of progressiYe reYelation one may Yery
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well miss the fu8 implication of a certain te[t by failing to compare
other aspects of the reYelation. He who will perform each of the three
interpretiYe tasNs honestly and rigorously What does it say" What did
it say to its first hearers" What does it say today" need not easily fall
into distorted and perYerted interpretations. He who slights analogical
interpretation may well find himself preaching a "history of religions"
gospel wherein the only Yalue of past religions is a historical one.
IV. The Validity of a Single InterpretiYe Principle
Is there one principle by which the interpreter can infallibly dis
coYer what is the central content of any passage in the Old Testament"
This intriguing Tuestion has occupied much scholarly attention
oYer the years. Especially when the unity of the Old Testament under
a single diYine "author" was stressed such a principle was to be e[pected
as a matter of course. HoweYer the diYersity of the booNs found in the
Old Testament has not been capable of being put down. It is hard to
see much in common between Ecclesiastes and Ruth for e[ample unless
one descends to some "least common denominator" liNe "Fear God."
So the search has gone on fed by the conYiction of fundamental unity
troubled by the data of at least e[ternal diYersities.
SeYeral principles haYe been proposed during the Christian era.
Perhaps the oldest is the "Spiritual Sense" arriYed at by means of
allegorical methodology. Luther
s was the Christological arriYed at by
means of the historicalcritical andor typological methodology. Eichrodt
proposed coYenant. Van Ruler has proposed Ningdom. Students of W.F.
Albright haYe proposed a method which is a principle  Biblical Theology.
BreYard Childs while scoring the weaNnesses of this approach is none
theless still to be found within it.
The total disregard of spirituali]ing e[egesis for the historical con
te[t into which the reYelation came has long since disTualified this
principle. LiNewise Wright and others haYe recently critici]ed Luther
s
"Christomonism" as reconstituted by Barth pointing out that moYe
ment is in precisely the wrong direction. Whereas our concept of Christ
needs to be informed by the oYerarching concept of <ahweh in fact
the concept of <ahweh is forced into the mold of Christ.
Van Ruler
s idea of Ningdom is attractiYe particularly since it
moYes so well into the New Testament thus correcting the misdirection
noted aboYe. So also Eichrodt
s idea of CoYenant. These single principles
haYe the adYantage of proYiding an organi]ing motif around which to
group the diYersities of the Old Testament. They haYe the disadYantage
of tending to suppress these diYersities which is precisely the accusation
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leYeled by BarrA against Wright et. al. On the other hand the Yery
fact that these diYerse writings are together in the canon suggests an
underlying unity. Thus an attempt to understand whether they do
speaN a unified word is Mustifiable. It is at this point that a Biblical
Theology seems to be the appropriate principlemethod of inter
pretation.
It is understood that a passage must be interpreted first within
its own literary conte[t and historical milieu. HoweYer those who
accept this principle refuse to belieYe that the booNs of the Old Testa
ment are together by chance. Rather they see the whole process of
canoni]ation as a recognition that there is a fundamental unity among
these writings. This being so one is Mustified in interpreting the passage
in successiYely wider conte[ts gauging its meaning in terms of that con
cept of God and His worN which informs the whole. Finally then one
can only say what a passage means in the conte[t of the whole Scripture.
ObYiously in the course of the centuries there haYe been many
systems of interpretation proposed. This Yariety ought to proYoNe in
the modern day interpreter a certain humility concerning the eternality
of any systems to which he might come. HoweYer he ought neYer to
mistaNe diffidence for humility. Diffidence will be manifested in an
unwillingness to taNe a stand to commit oneself to any point of Yiew.
Humility will contend most ardently for its case but will be free to admit
that other points of Yiew are conceiYable and that their proponents are
not as a matter of course morally reprehensible.
A James Barr "ReYelation Through History in the Old Testament
and in Modern Theology" New Theology no. 1 ed. M Marty and
D. Peerman New <orN the Macmillan Co. 1964 pp. 64 and
elsewhere.
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THE LORD OF LIFE AND DEATH
William J. Abraham
Te[t LuNe 111
Can God really do anything for this bigoted bloodthirsty blood
minded world of ours" From time to time that Tuestion haunts me liNe
a nasty nagging nightmare. It haunts me when I thinN of what is taNing
place on the international scene. Nations sooner spend money on mili
tary hardware than on programs for the poor and underpriYileged. 1
thinN of three out of eYery fiYe people in the world going to bed hungry
tonight and si[ty percent of the world
s population trying to stay aliYe
on the protein eTuiYalent of one thin slice of ham a day. It haunts me
nationally when I daydream about going bacN to Ireland this summer.
I thinN of innocent ciYilians who one moment are Must out shopping and
fiYe minutes later are being picNed up in little pieces and deposited in
plastic bags to be buried unidentified. It haunts me when 1 looN
realistically at so much of our church life. In the midst of all the chirpy
optimism that I hear about reYiYal and renewal I cannot help but wonder
why we can still spend more on dog food and cosmetics than we do for
missions. And with all the showy trumpeting preaching about new life
for the asNing I thinN of the words of Arthur J. Gossip as being aptly de
scriptiYe of the church when he says "Our earthly conYentions and
ways our grabbiness and pushfulness and selfindulgence are as local
and parochial as a country accent." And it haunts me when I looN hon
estly at my own life. I thinN of returning from a prayermeeting and
being nasty to my wife. Or I thinN of standing by the casNet of a man I
WilIiam J. Abraham is a graduating senior at Asbury Theological
Seminary a natiYe of Northern Ireland who won the Best Sermon Con
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buried some months ago. He tooN a tumble down the stairs and bashed
his brains in. So I stand by his casNet and I grope prayerfully for a word
from God for this hour but deep down 1 want to cry out that life is
mystery and misery and blood and sweat and tears
The great danger of course is that the sheer mass of this misery
will driYe us to despair. We are tempted to belieYe that nobodyno not
eYen Almighty God Himselfcan really do anything for us Or maybe it
will maNe of us theological cynics. TaNe for instance a little poem by a
student at the 8niYersity of KentucNy called "An Open Poem to God."
It runs
ThanN you God for eYerything
For wars and poYerty.
For racial riots and discrimination.
For political propaganda.
For corrupt goYernments and leaders.
For starYation and oYerpopulation᪽
ThanN you God for HeaYen᪽
For we
Ye serYed our time in Hell.
The marYel of the Bible is that it will neYer allow you to be de
luded by that Nind of despair or cynicism. In it you will find all the
realism one can reTuest you will find bigots and bigshots the pre
Mudiced and the prostitute murderers and malefactors the theologically
perple[ed and the theologically perYerted. But you will also find a note
of triumph and Yictory that shatters our despair and turns our sunsets
Mnto sunrises. There
s a story about a widow in LuNe
s gospel chapter
seYen that highlights this note of triumph with fitting eloTuence. Both
the conte[t and the content of this short episode in the life of our Lord
are worthy of our attention.
Turning to the conte[t the story of the widow of Nain is em
bedded in a mosaic of eYents that LuNe has obYiously brought together
in order to insist emphatically that Jesus Christ is triumphant Lord no
matter what the situation.
We see this to begin with in a situation where the slaYe of a re
spectable and deYout Roman centurian is "sicN and at the point of death."
Humanly speaNing this sicN slaYe is e[ceptionally fortunate. He has a
master who has money who is deeply religious who displays a humility
not eYen seen in Israel as Jesus Himself attests and of course a master
who cares enough to send for help when others of his trade would cheer
fully send him away to die. But they are at the end of their tether where
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this sicNness is concerned. All they can do is send for Jesus. The need is
met so TuicNly that all that LuNe records is "And when those who had
been sent returned to the house they found the slaYe well" Y. 1.
We find this note of triumph once again in the episode deYoted to
John the Baptist beginning in Yerse 18. In John of course we meet a
theological giant of the first degree. Jesus Himself refers to him as a
prophet and eYen "more than a prophet" Y. 26. Indeed John had
earlier come to see Jesus as the beloYed Son of God who had come from
the Father to purify and renew to heal and to saYe as is made clear in
chapter two. But things had changed from those earlier days of confident
preaching and ministry when people had flocNed to be bapti]ed. John
is in prison now the congregation he once had has dwindled to one and
that one does not e[actly show much prospect of conYersion for he is a
proud superstitious and seductiYe Ning named Herod. So the seeds of
doubt haYe sprouted and John sends two disciples to Jesus with the
Tuestion "Are you he who is to come or shall we looN for another""
That Jesus is triumphant Lord of this situation is succinctly stated in
two Yerses that are crammed with life
In that hour he cured many diseases and plagues and eYil spirits
and on many that were blind he bestowed sight. And he answered
them "Go and tell John what you haYe seen and heard the blind
receiYe their sight the lame walN lepers are cleansed and the deaf
hear the dead are raised up the poor haYe the good news preached
to them" w. 2122.
The last part of LuNe  is deYoted to a Yery different situation
where Jesus again reYeals his masterly control of hfe. On the one side is
a bigoted Pharisee named Simon. Sternly deYoted to a religion of good
taste and duty petty rules and regulations he inYites Jesus to his home
for a counseling session. One wonders if Simon hopes that he will be able
to straighten out this bright but worldly young rabbi before He goes on
corrupting the masses who are not Neen on His new teaching. On the
other side you haYe a prostitute. She slips into Simon
s house almost un
noticed armed not Must with her Nisses and tears of loYe but with a
whole flasN of alabaster ointment. In between is Jesus. Simon is getting
more and more embarrassed "What if it gets out that a real liYe pros
titute has been showering Nisses on this radical young rabbi right under
my roof" He thinNs "Just thinN of it he has the audacity to call him
self a prophet why we all Nnow prophets don
t hang around with prosti
tutes." While Simon is getting more embarrassed the prostitute is getting
more and more emotional. The Nisses tears and ointment oYerflow in
gratitude and loYe for this man who has giYen her bacN her selfrespect.
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and made her feel good to be a woman again. In between Jesus is un
ruffled "Simon" he says Tuietly "did you hear the story about the
creditor who had two debtors ..." and in ten seconds Simon is left
speechless. And then he runs to the prostitute "ThanN you so much for
coming to see me. 8nderstand now your sins really are forgiYen. Away
off you go in peace." And away she goes in peace.
So the conte[t of the story of the widow of Nain shows then Yery
clearly that for LuNe Jesus Christ is Lord of life with all its harmony
misery and perple[ity its immorality and bigotry.
But it is the content of the story which really focuses this point
most eloTuently. Indeed it is interesting that it is in the middle of this
Yery story that LuNe first refers to Jesus of Na]areth as the Lord Y. 13.
The setting of the eYent is a funeral procession literally whining
its way out of the town of Nain. 8p front is the band of professional
mourners with their flutes and cymbals uttering in a Nind of fren]y their
shrill cries of grief. Behind them is the" widow the central figure in the
procession. She had had little sleep the night before as she contemplated
the eYents of the tomorrow which was now today. It is true that she
had faced this before when her husband died. But at least then she had
hope she had her son But this was no more. She had nothing᪽no hus
band no son no legal rights no inheritance to call her own. All she
could looN forward to were sobs and tears and restless nights when sleep
would elude her and the loneliness of a barren home bereft of all the
warmth and loYe it once enMoyed. Behind her is the bier᪽a long wicNer
worN basNet᪽and on it is the corpse for all to Yiew. Round about walN
the crowd that haYe reYerently Moined the procession as it heads out of
the city to the graYeyard which still stands today. Then they meet the
Jesus Lord of life. Immediately he taNes control as his sensitiYe mind
feels the pressure of the heart that is breaNing in the center of that
procession.
And when the Lord saw her he had compassion on her and said
to her "Do not weep." And he came and touched the bier and the
bearers stood still and he said "<oung man I say to you arise." And
the dead man sat up and began to speaN. And he gaYe him to his
mother Ys. 131.
We don
t Nnow the details of what happened. What we do Nnow
howeYer is that a funeral dirge had become a song of Yictory a funeral
procession had become a march of life a public highway had become a
highway ofglory and the Lord of life had become Lord of death "Fear
sei]ed them all and they glorified God saying 
A great prophet has
arisen among us
 and 
God has Yisited his people

 " Y. 16.
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So we return to the twentieth century with all its bigotry blood
thirstiness and bloodymindedness. We Nnow that we will face sicNness
and death and cruelty to little children and ratinfested housing facil
ities. We will see lean faces haunted by poYerty and manly young bodies
broNen by war. We will preach at funerals where the mystery and darN
ness of suffering will oYerwhehn if not breaN us and we will preside at
board meetings where one Christian will giYe hell to another Christian
because they cannot agree on a color for a new carpet.
But we return with a new light in our faces and a fresh spring in
our feet. For we haYe discoYered that in Jesus Christ God has had the
last word. In His life death and resurrection God
s soYereign rule has
been inaugurated right here in the midst of sicNness perple[ity bigotry
and death. As George MacLeod founder of the lona Community has
put it
. . . Jesus Christ was not crucified in a cathedral between two
candles but on a cross between two theiYes on the town garbage
heap at the corssroad so cosmopolitan that they had to write His
title in Hebrew and in Latin and in GreeN ... at the Nind of place
where cynics talN smut and thieYes curse and soldiers gamble.
BOOK REVIEWS
EYery Day With the Psalms by Mendell Taylor. Kansas City Missouri
Beacon Hill Press 192. 3 pages. 3.9.
This Yolume by a professor at Na]arene Theological Seminary is a
daybyday deYotional study of the booN of Psalms a seTuel to his
EYery Day With Jesus. The Psalms are diYided into groups of fiftytwo
each group with a caption and an area of concentration. One weeN is
giYen to freedom from want based on Psalm 23. Si[ messages follow
based upon a deYotional e[position of a Psalm. Another weeN is giYen to
"the way to and the way of holiness" based on Psalms 2429. For
another weeN Psalms 336 deal with "a right concept of time." Each
meditation includes the te[t the e[position on the te[t and a con
cluding prayer. The messages are practical and releYant to e[isting
needs they giYe awareness of contemporary theological issues and the
necessity for practical application of the biblical message. The reader
will find the Yolume both interesting and edifying.
George A. Turner
Dictionary of Satanism by Wade BasNin. New <orN Philosophical
Library Inc. 192. 31 pages. 12..
After looNing through this e[tensiYe dictionary one may con
clude that the author
s own words in the Preface best e[press the pur
pose of the booN and the significance of its contents
The tremendous current interest in occult phenomena is
widespread and embraces all leYels of society and sophistication.
Popular noYels films music maga]ines and newspapers particu
larly those of the underground type produce a constant stream of
Satanic encounters firsthand accounts of presumably ine[plicable
situations inYolYing spirits witchcraft and other Satanic pheno
mena is their widest applications. DarN beliefs that haYe haunted
men for millennia haYe sprung into new life. EYerywhere there
is a passionate eagerness to discoYer and test to probe the outer
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fringes of Nnowledge to draw new assurances from superstitions
esoteric cults and Cabalistic teachings that lacN scientific Yerifi
cation. From the gruesome murder of Sharon Tate to the payas
youMoin Church of Satan administered by Anton LaYey the
omnipresence of the cult of EYil is undeniable.
The present worN is intended to serYe as a concise but com
prehensiYe reference for the serious reader. It embraces concepts
issues people places and eYents associated through the ages with
Satan in his multifaceted but continuous manifestations pp. YYi
The perspectiYe of this booN is informational᪽to acTuaint the
reader with peoples places and eYents and ideas that relate to what the
author calls "Satanism
 This reYiewer did not sense that the booN was
hortatory or aimed at propaganda in any way.
FranN Bateman Stanger
The Flood Reconsidered by FredericN A. Filby. Grand Rapids
=onderYan Publishing House 19. 148 pages. 1.9.
This publication is a delightfully refreshing eYangelical approach
to the biblical Flood. A strong recommendation for it is that while
factual information abounds the author has aYoided telling all the facts
he Nnows whether releYant or not. Secondly he has not sought to e[
plain eYery Nnown geological literary and archaeological feature by
one eYent.
The author discourages two audiences immediately. Those who
wish to compress all of geological history into the year of the flood need
not read beyond the first few pages to find an opposing perspectiYe.
The author loses the sNeptical scientific community in the preface by
supporting the authority of the biblical account on the basis of its
sobriety and Christ
s reference to it perfectly Christian supports but
not the letting of the facts of later chapters speaN for themselYes in
supporting the accuracy and authority of the biblical account.
The strongest section of the booN and fully onethird its Yolume
is the initial chapter on "Scientific Aspects of the Flood." The author
seems on familiar ground and presents his materials in a mature and
scholarly fashion. He represents an alternatiYe Yiewpoint to those of
John SNinner on one hand and Morris and Whitcomb on the other in
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a professional and nonpersonal manner. The chapter begins with a con
sideration of eYidence for catastrophic eYents showing the increase near
the end ofPleistocene into the Recent period. Attention is then directed
to the three primary causes of floods and the e[tent and date of the
flood. Filby seems undecided about the e[tent of the flood arriYing
apparently at a flood of the "entire thenNnown" world but not a
uniYersal flood. E[tended attention is deYoted to the difficulty of dif
ferent types of dating methods. He concludes that 4 B.C. is the
earliest possible date 24 B.C. is the most recent date and somewhere
between 32 B.C. as the most probable. The concluding portion
of the chapter is deYoted to a discussion of the hiatus between the
Paleolithic and Neolothic cultures enumerating such phenomena as the
e[tinction of Paleolithic animals and art the deposit of sterile layers of
soil and fissures filled with bones obYiously accumulated while the
area was under water.
The handling of literary eYidence for the flood in chapters two
and three is adeTuate but the interpretiYe efforts with biblical and his
torical materials in subseTuent chapters are less sophisticated and
polished. An e[ample is the rather strained effort to line up the de
liYerance at the Red Sea under Moses and Christ
s resurrection on
anniYersaries of the e[it from the ArN a supposed proYidential arrange
ment of "new eras." EYen should this speculation proYe true it has
little Yalue to redemption history or Christian polemics and certainly
depreciates the Yalue of an otherwise scholarly effort. Outside this
one lapse this booN consists of a positiYe contribution to the Christian
defense of the authenticity of the biblical account of the flood.
IYan L. =abilNa
Answers to 4uestions by F.F Bruce. Grand Rapids =onderYan
193. 264 pages. 6.9.
An eYangelical scholar offers his answer to Tuestions basing his
discussions on a lifetime of bibhcal e[position and research. In twenty
years his column in The HarYester maga]ine has proYed to be one of the
most popular features in that Mournal. This Yolume containing a wide
selection of the Tuestions treated therein will proYe helpful to laymen
and ministers generally. Dr. Bruce deals with sensitiYe moral Tuestions
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as well as difficult doctrinal issues. Part I considers Tuestions relating
to biblical te[ts Part II is concerned with answers on Yarious subMects.
Topics discussed include science and faith immortality healing demon
posession baptism marriage and diYorce the ministry of women and
eschatology. The Tuestions submitted by others reflect maMority in
terests. The answers reflect consideration of differing points of Yiew and
are not unduly dogmatic. The author is Rylands Professor of Biblical
History and E[egesis at the 8niYersity of Manchester.
James D. Robertson
God
s Way of Reconciliation Studies in Ephesians 2 by D. Martyn
LloydJones. Grand Rapids BaNer 192. 38 pages. .9.
Originally presented as sermons at Westminster Chapel London
these e[positions deal with man
s basic problemestrangement from
God. After showing the chapter in point in the conte[t of the
Epistle the apostle states the purpose of the chapter to set forth God
s
way of reconciliation. "I Nnow of no chapter in the Bible which states
so clearly and so perfectly the essential eYangehstic message for the un
belieYer and the status and the priYileges of the belieYer" p. Yii.
The Yolume e[pounds in grimly realistic fashion man
s sinfulness
and lostness and it unfolds with penetrating insight something of the
glory ofGod
s grace. Regarding the latter LloydJones obserYes that our
Yiew of ourselYes as Christians our whole conception of salYation tends
to be defectiYe and inadeTuate. The Christian
s dim awareness of the
significance of his regeneration of the completeness of his Mustification
of his standing and status in the presence of Godreflects the fact that
he liYes too much unto himself that he liYes too much in the reahn of
feeling the subMectiYe. The antidote is to see ourselYes obMectiYely as we
really are in the purpose of God. The chief end of our salYation is the
glory of God "that in the ages to come he might show the e[ceeding
riches of his grace in his Nindness toward us through Jesus Christ" 2.
A thought the Christian needs to entertain as much as possible at the
seat of consciousness All this e[position of the character and the being
and the greatness of God comes to pass through the church the body of
belieYers. Here is the cure for undue subMectiYity in Christian e[perience.
We are to see ourselYes as part of the eteranl plan ofGod. Thereby we are
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lifted out of our little subMectiYe states and modes and feeling.
These sermons 33 in all on Ephesians 2 will proYide inspiration
and insight for all preachers of the Word.
James D. Robertson
e Cross and the Flag by Clouse Linder Pierard. Carol Stream 111
A.reation House 192. 261 pages. 2.9 paperbacN.
This is a booN that calls for Christian inYolYement in human
affairs. Why do conserYatiYe Christians shy away from political and social
inYolYement" It is pointed out that Jesus in His ministry neYer dis
tinguished between the "religious" and the "social." He fed the hungry
healed the sicN and raised the dead. He asNed that His disciples not be
taNen from the world but Nept from its eYil Jn. 11 signifying that
belieYers are not to liYe in monastic isolation but rather that they are to
be engaged in bringing God
s YalueMudgements to bear upon the world
s
structures and practices. A purely social gospel is little more than
"humanism oYerlaid with a thin Yeneer of Christianity" while a gospel
deYoted e[clusiYely to saYing souls may be "so heaYenly minded that it
is no earthly good" p. 1. Men liNe Billy Graham and Carl Henry are
cited as strong supporters of this call for Christian inYolYement mani
fested at the 8.S. Congress on EYangelism in 1969 also testifies to atti
tudinal changes taNing place in eYangelistic circles.
Each of eleYen professor contributes a chapter to the Yolume.
SeYen of them are teaching at uniYersities the others at churchrelated
colleges. All are eYangelicals. Chapter headings include "The Christian
and Pohtical InYolYement in Today
s World" "EYangelical Christianity
and the Radical Left" "EYangehsm and Social Concern" and "The
Christian War and Militarism."
In his preface to the booN. Senator MarN Hatfield says "Peter
instructs us to giYe honor to eYeryone loYe to the brotherhood reYer
ence to God honor to the soYereign I Pet. 21. In our time it is
essential that eYangelicals discern the difference between the reYerence
that is due only to God and the honor that is due to the soYereign. Only
then will we Nnow how to render unto God a8 that is His" p. 1 1.
James D. Robertson
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Ethics Real or RelatiYe by William H. Bartlette. New <orN
Vantage Press 191. 13 pages. 4..
The ethical enterprise of our time has been complicated by seYeral
trends in our culture. Among them are mechanistic philosophies of
human nature the rise of a strong antiintellectualism the treatment of
human beings as laboratory animals the desupernaturali]ing of religion
in general and of Christianity in particular and the articulation of the
socalled situation ethic.
Professor Bartlette has sought to come to grips with these issues
particularly that of situationism in which moral decisions are allegedly
to be made by the indiYidual
s deciding "what is right in Yiew of all the
circumstances of the e[istential moment." Against such a Yiew our
author maNes a case for a principal ethic with guidelines and with built
in calls for discipline and restraint.
In the early part of the Yolume. Professor Bartlette analy]es the con
temporary ethical mood and sorts out the ingredients which comprise
the behaYioral "mi[" with which our age confronts us. He sees clearly
the interlocNing relationship between theological dogmatic liberalism
and the "new morality" of today. Both seeN each at its own leYel to
erode the standards and ideals of earlier generations.
Chapter four entitled "The Ethics of Jesus Christ" comprises the
heart of the Yolume. Here our author portrays Jesus Christ as embodying
as well as teaching ethical conduct and as appraising with perpetual
Yalidity the relation of man
s sinfulness to the entire ethical issue. He
emphasi]es but without the sentimentality which often marNs such an
emphasis the place of the indiYidual in our Lord
s thought and balances
this element against the New Testament stress upon man
s social respon
sibility.
Nor is his understanding of the ethic of Jesus that of a mere "ethic
of duty" unmi[ed and unmodified by the transcendent ethic of loYe. This
can be as he rightly obserYes a mere support to the ego. Rather the
Christian ethic is shown to be underlaid by a loYe giYen to man by a
God who redeems and transforms. In other words it is "The Spirit of
the Lord" who maNes possible obedience to biblical mandates.
At times the author seems to maNe too much of the essentially
ethical Tuality of our Lord
s teaching as opposed for e[ample to his
emphasis upon correct belief. He recoYers himself in Chapter fiYe where
he pronounces belieYing to be "basic to eYery ethical standard." p.99
He obserYes correctly we thinN that the Christian ethic answers to
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deep reTuirements in human nature and to the structures of the world
in general.
The discussion of freedom leads the author into his final consider
ation the relation of aYant garde youth of today to the ethical order.
He sees clearly the ambiguities connected with freedom especially the
conflict between liberty and law. He sees the resolution in terms of
selfcontrol and selfdiscipline. Despite the negatiYe Yisibilities in many
of the e[pressions of modern youth. Professor Bartlette sees hopeful
signs of the hori]onsigns of creatiYe rather than destructiYe actiYity
as for e[ample among serious ecological groups and of interest in a
Christoriented way of liYe. He hopes ferYently that the adult generation
may react in understanding and appreciation.
While the Yolume appeals to this reYiewer as rambling in spots its
oYera8 thrust is wholesome. It is geared to the layperson and has some
thing creatiYe to say.
Harold B. Kuhn
Principalities and Powers by John WarwicN Montgomery. Minneapolis
Bethany Fellowship Press 193. 224 pages. 4.9.
Today
s Preoccupation with the occult the esoteric the mysterious
contrasts sharply with contemporary technological understanding. Nor
is this concern limited to the unchurched and the ungodly. The
purYeyors of occultism do not neglect the Christian elements in our
society nor are they summarily reMected by them.
Dr. Montgomery certainly the last person whom those who Nnow
him would regard to be naiYe or credulous has in this Yolume sought to
put hunself inside the mentality of those who do accept occultism as a
genuine phenomenon. He traces psychologicalcultural patterns which
haYe been congenial to belief in the occult beginning with the ancient
world traYersing the MedieYal and Renaissance periods and coming
down to our own era. EYangelicals do not come through unscathed for
our author sees Tualities preYailing in the e[tremist wing which afford
a climate called "NooNiness" which is congenial to acceptance of
Tuasioccult beliefs and techniTues.
The Yolume contains Yaluable insights and eYenmoreYaluable
warnings. At times one could wish that Dr. Montgomery had been a bit
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more discriminating in his 8sting of the forms of elements of "spiritual
e[perience" in a lump form. But this does not negate the positiYe Yalue
of his worN for the discerning reader. He sees clearly that those who
dabble in the occult are e[pressing unsatisfied spiritual longings are
manifesting a search for truth.
The Yolume embodies a wide range of research and in the
Appendices and the Notes include data of much interest to the
researcher in the area. More important still Dr. Montgomery raises
significant warnings against the peril of demanding the spectacular in
Christian e[perience. He recogni]es that in all occult areas there are
blended subtle tricNery with what Arthur Darby NocN called "the mar
gin of the une[plained." The Yolume bears also a hidden warning against
today
s cult of irrationalism with its own form of "seeNing after a sign."
Harold B.Kuhn
Hidden Art by Edith Schaeffer and illustrated by Deidre DucNer.
Wheaton Illinois Tyndale House 191. 214 pages. 3.9.
At first one will be tempted to thinN this delightful booN on
creatiYity is only for wiYes but if both men and women would taNe its
contents seriously health Yigor and hfe would all find great enrichment.
Edith Schaeffer wife of the famed apologist Francis worNs on
a simple and profoundly true thesis we are made in the image of God
part of that image is creatiYity when we create we fulfill God
s purposes
and ourselYes. She cites the hypothetical case of the busy e[ecutiYe
who instead of going to the garden at day
s end for refreshment sits
down in front of the TV only to haYe his problems accentuated instead
of relieYed. The wise counselor will learn from Mrs. Schaeffer
s "natural"
therapy and find it in the long run far more effectiYe than an oYer
analytical program of counseling.
Ways and means of bringing out the "hidden art" in all of us are
legion. Music can be a family affair painting sNetching sculpturing
can be done by more people than we thinN interior decoration can add
Must that touch of color and ]est that maNes liYing fun gardens and gar
dening can put one in contact with creation flower arranging has all
Ninds of potential for brightening an otherwise dull corner food can be
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prepared to maNe interesting meals writingwhether prose or poetry
possesses capacities for fulfillment eYen if neYer published drama
s
possibilities are as high as the sNy  recreation can be both creatiYe and
recreatiYe Yariety color and design in clothing can add liYehness to life.
Her last two chapters on integration and enYironment open doors to
racial and ethnic unity and maNe YiYid significant ecological social and
religious responsibilities. The beauty of this Yolume is underscored by
an abundance of pencil sNetches.
Not the least of the benefits of this Yolume is the plethora of
suggestions for maNing a deeply meaningful family life style. In a day
and age when families are freTuently neglected the beautiful innoYations
itemi]ed are welcome indeed. Pastors counseling with problem families
or Must plain "dull" families would do well to place this Yolume in the
hands of mothers.
Altogether this booN is warmly welcomed for a great many rea
sons only a few which can be listed in this limited space.
Donald E. Demaray
The Christian Psychology ofPaul Tournier by Gary R. Collins. Grand
Rapids BaNer BooN House 193. 222 pages. 4.9.
This booN goes far in achieYing its broad purpose of proYiding a
useful summary and a critical eYaluation of the writings of Paul
Tournier professional psychologists student of psychology and others
interested in human nature and counseling may learn from it.
The author used a threefold method of study in preparing to
write this Yolume. He made a careful study of the writings themselYes
second he interYiewed persons who Nnew Tournier and thirdly he
spent considerable time with Tournier personally.
Collins seems to maintain a basically unbiased attitude toward
Tournier
s thought. He found many ideas to approYe but on the other
hand he critici]es Tournier for being too simplistic especially in his
earlier booNs. He finds some of his booN poorly organi]ed and poorly
written. From an eYangelical standpoint he critici]es Tournier
s tend
ency to suggest that all persons will be eternally saYed.
Many pastors and other counsellors will appreciate the author
s
summary of Tournier
s effort to integeate psychology and bibical
Christianity.
W. Curry MaYis
BOOK BRIEFS
HandbooN of Preaching Resources from Literature by James D.
Robertson. GrandRapids BaNer 192. 268 pages. 2.9 paperbacN.
This is a reprint in paperbacN edition of a booN originally pub
hshed by Macmillan 192. Here are moral and spiritual e[cerpts from
literary classics too numerous and Yoluminous to haYe always at hand.
Says John Oman of Cambridge "Inspiration comes largely from
Neeping company with the inspired Among all Ninds of defects
in our present system of theological education the chief defect I taNe
to be ignorance of literature." There are two comprehensiYe inde[es
the first lists each reference alphabetically by subMect and subheading
the second by author and source.
The InYading Gospel by JacN Cehno. Old Tappen N.J. ReYell n.d.
128pgesa. 3..
This booN first published in England 198 describes a dis
tinguished British poet
s Mourney "from isolated selfinYolYement to the
Moy of Christian fellowship." The writer felt an unresolYable conflict be
tween Christianity and his own poetic temperament. After long struggle
he found the solution man must surrender his unregenerate soul and
accept the diYine inYasion. Only the Gospel of inYading grace with all
its "transfiguring parado[es" is adeTuate. The booN is not for the casual
reader. For it is a study in depth of a brilliant intellectual
s pilgrimage
from darNness to light.
A Time to SeeN Life and Faith Decisions of <outh by Lee Fisher.
NashYille and New <orN Abingdon 192. 12 pages. 1.9 paper
bacN.
This inspirational booN treats issues of life and faith which con
front young people today. Topics discussed include identity friendship
loYe right and wrong honesty sin suffering conYersion and the
hereafter. The author giYes some clear directions to help youth under
stand themselYes and the way of Christ. He serYed Billy Graham for
twenty years as research assistant.
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The Person of Christ Volume II by H. Brash Bonsall London
Christian Literature Crusade 192. 26 pages paperbacN.
This booN by the principal of Brimingham Bible Institute is the
fruit ofmany years of teaching. The first Yolume presented the Christ of
the Creeds. The present Yolume concerned chiefly with the Jesus of
History is a scholarly answer to those who insist that the Gospel
accounts are but "legends myths and fables about a hero con!
parable to the diYinities of other religions" Preface the chapters are
prefaced by Tuestions to help the reader get the most from his study.
The booN will meet the needs of a wide readership.
Pastoral WorN A Source BooN for Ministers by Andrew Watterson
BlacNwood. GrandRapids BaNer 191. 22 pages. 2.9 paper
bacN.
Here is a precise yet widescoped booN on the problems small and
great which confront the pastor. Though thoroughly educated. Pastor
BlacNwood proYides an homespun weaYing of insight and illustration
that succeeds in catching the spirit of our time.
Many Witnesses One Lord by William Barclay Grand Rapids BaNer
193. 128 pages. 1. paperbacN.
DiYersity amidst unity characteri]es the message of the New
Testament. There is no one standardi]ed religious e[perience there is
no one sterotyped interpretation of the Christian witness. The author
seeNs to discoYer what Christ and Christianity meant to the indiYiduals
who wrote the booNs of the New Testament᪽a cahllenging difficult
tasN indeed Pursued by an eminent biblical scholar and preacher the
findings as here related proYed rewarding readmg. As in all his writings
the author
s freshness of insight and concreteness of style bespeaN for
this little booN a wide reading.
Plain TalN on Ephesians by Manford George Gut]Ne. Grand Rapids
=onderYan 193. 191 pages. 1.9 paperbacN.
Other booNs by the author in the "Plain TalN" series deal with
Matthew John LuNe and Acts. The present Yolume comprises a section
bysection interpretation of Ephesians. Mainly deYotional rich in con
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temporary allusion and written in laylanguage these Biblebased e[
positions will be Yaluable for both sermon preparation and lay reading.
A SurYey of Bible Prophecy by R. Ludwigson. Grand Rapids
=onderYan 193. 18 pages. 2.9 paperbacN.
PreYiously published as Bible Prophecy Notes this booN has been
reYised and updated and added to =onderYan
s Contemporary EYan
gelical PerspectiYes Series. It sets forth the different Yiews on maMor
prophetic themes such as the millennium the tribulation the restoration
of Israel and the second adYent of our Lord. Bibliographies and maps
are helpful.
Angels Angels Angels by Landrum P. LeaYell. NashYille Broadman
193. 96 pages. 1.9.
What does the Bible teach about angels" Their place in Bible
Times" How are they organi]ed" Are there angels today" The pastor of
First Baptist Church of Wichita Fa8s answers Tuestions such as these.
A little booN on a httleNnown subMect
Fractured Personalities by Gary R. Collins. Carol Stream Illinois
Creation House 192. 21 pages. 2.9 paperbacN.
This is the third Yolume in the Psychology for Church Leaders
Series. The first wasM]᪽ in Transition the second. EffectiYe Counseling.
The present Yolume treats the nature and causes of mental illness. It
seeNs to acTuaint the church worNer concerning abnormal behaYior.
Written by a competent psychologist from an eYangelical perspectiYe
the booN is free of complicated Margon.
The Parables of Jesus by George A. ButtricN. Grand Rapids BaNer
193. 24 pages. 2.9 paperbacN.
This paperbacN edition of the author
s earlier publication will
maNe the more accessible a worN that is becoming something of a classic
in parabolic study. Interpretation of the parables follows the findings of
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competent critics of Scripture The parables treated here become rele
Yant to life in the twentieth century.
Issues of Theological Warfare EYangelicals and Liberals by Richard J.
Coleman. Grand Rapids Eerdmans 192. 26 pages. 3.4 paper
bacN.
Although the past decade has seen unmistaNable eYidence in the
direction of theological ecumenicity Protestant Christianity remains
sharply diYided. The author sees the battle lines drawn between liberals
and eYangelicals. Here he presents both sides of the big issues maNing
no effort to suggest compromises. His position is that both haYe some
thing to teach and both haYe something to learn. This is a booN for
those who welcome dialogue.
EYangelistic Sermons of CloYis G. Chappell. by CloYis G. Chappell.
NashYille and New <orN Abingdon 193. 144 pages. 2.9.
Selections from the writings of one of America
s outstanding
preachers these messages show the author
s remarNable gift not only for
getting to the heart of the gospel but for reaching the heart of "eYery
man." They center around the perennial Tuestion Who is this Jesus
and what response does He demand"
What Do <ou ThinN of Jesus by DaYid P. Scaer. St. Louis Mo. Con
cordia 193. 114 pages. 2. paperbacN.
The author attempts to answer Tuestions such as Were the Gos
pel writers preMudiced" Did Jesus really liYe up to His name Was He
dead serious about Satan" What Nind of Mosaic footsteps did Jesus
follow" Theological and philosophical the booN is neYertheless
eminently readable. It should enrich Christian commitment.
Afoc"ew Myf]s by Cecil E. Sherman. NashYille Broadman 193. 122
pages.  1 . paperbacN.
The writer would haYe us looN sTuarely at some of today
s myths
basic assumptions by which we liYe but which do not stand the test of
truth. He calls us to ree[amine our liYes in our relationships with others
and to see how the gospel can change our habits of thinNing and our way
of life.
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Life in the Heights by J.H. Jowett. GrandRapids BaNer 193. 266
pages. 2.9 paperbacN.
These brief e[positions from the Epistles are sampling of Jowett
s
spiritual insight and remarNable beauty of style a combination rarely
found in sermonic literature. The winsome charm of this outstanding
preacher of the grace of God reaches you moYingly eYen through the
printed page.
Dictionary of Satanism by Wade BasNin. New <orN Philosophical
Library Inc. 192. 31 pages. 12..
After looNing through this e[tensiYe dictionary one may con
clude that the author
s own words in the Preface best e[press the
purpose of the booN and the significance of its contents
The tremendous current interest in occult phenomena is
widespread and embraces all leYels of society and sophisti
cation. Popular noYels films music maga]ines and news
papers particularly those of the underground type produce
a constant stream of Satanic encounters firsthand accounts
of presumably ine[plicable situations inYolYing spirits
witchcraft and other Satanic phenomena in their widest
applications. DarN beliefs that haYe haunted men for
millennia haYe sprung into new life. EYerywhere there is a
passionate eagerness to discoYer and test to probe the outer
fringes of Nnowledge to draw new assurances from super
stitions esoteric cults and Cabalistic teachings that lacN
scientific Yerification. From the gruesome murder of Sharon
Tate to the payasyouMoin Church of Satan administered
by Anton LaYey the omnipresence of the cult of EYil is
undeniable.
The present worN is intended to serYe as a concise but
comprehensiYe reference for the serious reader. It em
braces concepts issues people places and eYents associated
through the ages with Satan in his multifaceted but continu
ous manifestations pp. V Yi
The perspectiYe of this booN is informational᪽to acTuaint the
reader with peoples places eYents and ideas that relate to what the
author calls "Satanism." This reYiewer did not sense that the booN was
hortatory or aimed at propaganda in any way.
FranN Bateman Stanger
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Dynamics of the Faith ed. by Gene Miller Ma[ GaulNe and Donald
Smith. Houston Gulf Coast Bible College 192. 34 pages. 4.9.
In an age of confusion and doubt it is heartening to hear a positiYe
affirmation of unchanging gospel Yerities᪽the more so when the Yoice
comes from an institution of academic instruction.
Such is the hallmarN of this anthology published by Gulf Coast
Bible College. In compact chapters it sets forth basic doctrines of the
church and shows their application in eYangelism. The editors all of
whom are leaders in the Church of God Anderson write from a per
spectiYe of eYangelical realism. A deYotion to the Holy Scripture shines
through eYery page.
This fine Christian training school is to be commended for the
study. It reflects a reYerence in the presence of truth which distinguishes
genuine higher learning. I belieYe that its publication will be receiYed
with gladness by all within the Church of God regardless of their name.
Robert E. Coleman
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